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NEWS

Students
get back on
the school
busPAGE4

Residents
riot fined ·
for fire ·crxie
violations

City council
•
mxescounty
jail plans
JEFFREY C. HUNTER

Editor-in-chief
The Searcy City Council denied a
request by White County to permit
the construction of a county jail in the
city's industrial park. By a four to three
vote Tuesday, the council added another
chapter to the months-long struggle between the city and the county on where
to locate the $11 million facility.
The vote was two shy ofthe two-thirds
majority needed to overturn the Searcy
Planning Commission's Jan. 6 rejection
of a request to rezone county property
on Booth Road for the construction of
a correctional facility.
Alderman Jim Dixon said he voted
to uphold the commission's decision because a majority of his constituents had
expressed concern about the jail being
added to. the industrial area. II€ said
heJooks forward to·working,Wi.th the
county to find a more suitable location
in Searcy for the jail.
"This certainly was not a decision
that was made lightly," Dixon said. "I
feel it's in the best interest of Searcy
and the industrial park to put the jail
somewhere else. I feel the outcome sets
the stage for the county and city to work
together to fmd a place to put the jail
in Searcy."
In response to the council's decision,
White County Judge Bob Parish told the
council that sites in other cities would
be considered.
After the vote, Mayor Belinda LaForce reminded the county that the city
of Searcy recognized the need for a new
detention facility and was eager to help
the county find a suitable site, but said
the city was not given the opportunity
to participate.
''We would have loved to be involved
in this process since day one," LaForce
said before the vote.
Voters approved a sales tax increase
in October to fund the construction of the
jail. The county Quorum Court planned
to construct the facility in the industrial
park on land it already owned.
Opponents of the plan said a jail would
greatly decrease property values in the
area and prevent future industrial development. m;

Mote rescinds Allen Hall
community billing order
STEVEN PROFAIZER

Student reporter

Overtime Victory
Junior Leanne Lackey drives toward the basket Feb. 9 in the Rhodes Field House. The Lady Bisons defeat-

ed the University of Arkansas-Monticello 77-72 in overtime, ending the team's13-game losing streak. See
story on page 12.

Building plans changed
to accommodate growth
Science addition to grow; dorms to be remodeled
DEANN THOMAS

Copy editor
Harding will add a third floor to the
construction of the science building addition in order to accommodate future
growth in the engineering program,
President David Burks announced in
a faculty e-mail Feb. 5.
While the third floor will remain
empty for the time being, Burks said
the university plans to use the additioruil space lor future electrical and

mechan:ical engineering P~faams.
"Wehave decided 1'0 go
d and
build the third-floor shell now so that

,.
n.. aA South Build architect shows members of the
.,.,. _ ~~g .,...,

City Council sketches of the proposed county jail
Feb.l 0. The council denied the county's request to
rezone property to allow construction to begin.

it will be less disruptive when we finish it at a later date," Burks said. "We
believe this is cost effective and will
provide needed room for expansion
in the years to come."
In addition, Kendall Hall will undergo a $750,000 renovation this summer as part of the regular updating
prooess for donns.
The window-wall system thathas
beenin 1he buildingsinceils construclion
in.l%4 will be replaced with smaller
windows in order to provide better
insulation.
"It will solve problems with heating and air conditioning," Burks said.
"It will also make an improvement to
how it looks."

1he residence hall will be repainted
and will be furnished with new carpets,
closets, desks and furniture.
Sophomore Sarah McKeever said
she has seen the need for renovations
in the dorm through her position as a
resident assistant in Kendall.
"It will be good because the dorm
is really falling arru;t'' McKeever said.
"I know. a lot o girls have problems
with it. I've seen samples of the plans
[for the renovations], and it looks' really nice."
BUrks said -therenovat:j.on is part of
the regular..mtating sclledule for updating the campus's donns, which will include renovating alllO residenre halls
in thene:ct five to seven years. The next
_phase of:residence"ball.re.n.Ovati.On after
Kendall will be Graduate Hall.
"This is just normal operating procedure," Burks said. "Thls is part of a
long-term strategy to upgrade old dorms
on CamflUS."
All the construction shows how
much the administration cares about
Harding and its students, junior Sarah
Ward said.
"I think [the administration does] a
pretty good job of making the campus
modern but still keeping Harding traditions," Ward said. "It's good to know
that they care about keeping the campus updated." "'

• A third

floor will be
added to
the science
building
addition,
currentlY ~
being
constructed
with two
floors.
• Kendall Hall
will undergo
a $750,000
remodeling
project
during the
summer. The
windowwall units
put in place
in 1964will
be replaced
with full
walls and
smaller
windows.

A recent fire code violation in Allen
Hall caused an order for community billing of the entire dorm; however, Roddy
Mote, assistant dean of students, has
now retracted that order.
The charge was in response to ServiceMaster employees finding remnants
of a trash fire in the second floor hallway
Jan. 22. The issue was resolved when
the person responsible for the fire came
forward after the billing notices were
WJSt;ed, Mote.s~. -- .(;;-.,,: .. < _ .::~ .. :·:··-. _
Despite the $10-per-residerit conimuc
nity charge being dropped, the notices
were posted long enough to elicit reactions
from some of the dorm's residents.
"I really don't think everyone should
be forced to pay, since most of those
people probably had nothing to do with
it," freshman Brian Jones said.
The community charges are part of a
campus program referred to as PRIDE.
Mote said the program's main goal is to
encourage students to take responsibility for maintenance and improvement
of their dorms, which will help prevent
damages and therefore reduce community billing.
''We take fire in the dorms very seriously," Mote said. "It jeopardizes the
safety of the entire community."
Incidents including fire safety violations, damage to public areas and public areas left in unacceptable conditions
• all fall under the jurisdiction of the PRIDE
program.
fu a violation where
those responsible can
be found, no community
billing occurs; however,
when no one can be held
responsible for a violation, community billing
may be enacted.
"The residence hall is viewed as a
community, and we want residents to
take care of their community," Mote
said. "The assessment of damages due
to vandalism in "the common areas is
similar to taxes paid by citizens to cover damages to public property. Taking
care of your community is also the right
thing to do."
Although the policy states that a fire
code violation results in a community
billing of$10 per resident, if no one takes
responsibility, Mote is willing to try other
methods of resolving the issue.
He is resorting to one ofthose methods in the latest Allen fire. Following
the removal of the community billing
notices from Allen, someone started a
paper fire in the second-floor bathroom
Jan. 28.
"
Instead ofre-hangingthe signs aruij}uncing community billing, Mote has offered a
cash reward for anyone coming forward _
with information about the fire.
·

,. See PRIDE, page 4
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
Small Arkansas schools to sue state
About 30 small school districts that will be
forced to consolidate because of the new education reforms passed by the Arkansas Legislature during their special session are planning to
sue the state, Jimmie Cunningham, president
of the Arkansas Rural Education Association,
said Wednesday.
The suit will focus on discrimination issues arising from Act 60 of the speciallegislative session, which will consolidate 57 public
schools that don't meet the requirement for
350 students.
David Matthews, a lawyer for the Bentonville
and Rogers school districts, told the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette that he doubts the suits will
be successful but that the issue needs to be addressed in court.
"I don't think much of their lawsuit," Matthews said. "But it probably needs to be done.
Let everyone get their beefs on the table, so we
can focus on their children ... "

WEEKLY WINDOW

First Lady visiting state Tuesday
First lady Laura Bush will speak ih Bentonville,
Ark., Tuesday in an attempt to lead a teacherrecruitment effort for the state and to promote
her husband's campaign for reelection.
Bush, a former teacher, is scheduled to speak
to educators and students at Bentonville High
School about TeachFirst, an organization that
began last ye;lr to help fill teaching jobs in Arkansas.
Mterwards Bush will attend · a luncheon
fund-raiser at Pinnacle Country Club. The
$1,000-plate-luncheon will provide money for
Republican campaigns.

Cable c~mpa~y .bids for Disney

.

The nation's largest cable-television !?perator, Comcast Corp., attempted to take over the
Walt Disney Co., Wednesday with a $54.1 billion bid.
Disney's board said it would "carefully evaluate" the offer, but CEO Michael Eisner rejected
initial merger negotiations. If successful, the
merger would create one of the largest media
conglomerates in the country.

US. Soccer team jeered in Mexico
GUADALAJARA, Mexico- Facing elimination
from the 2004 Athens Olympics by Mexico, the
U.S. men's soccer team also faced anti-American
statements from Mexico fans Feb. 10.
Mter a 4-0 loss to Mexico, U.S. players left
Mexico's stadium to sounds of Mexico's fans
belting "Osama! Osama!" referring to Osama
bin Laden, al-Qaeda leader.
Police calmed down the crowd, while U.S.
players kept their composure, U.S. Soccer Federation President Bob Contiguglia said.
For the first time since 1980, the U.S. men's
soccer team will miss the Olympics. In 1980, the
American team boycotted the Moscow Games.
The disappointing loss halted a 19-tournament
streak of qualifying for every FIFA men's outdoor event.

FACES IN THE CROWD
Ronda Scrims her, Junior
Hometown: Hazen, Ark.
Major: Advertising
Maiden name: Noblin
Husband: Wayne,
sophomore nursing major
Anniversery: July 25, 2003
Favorite Bible class: "Acts
with Eddie Cloer because it is with Eddie
Cloer."
Favorite major class: Consumer Behavior
with Lori Sloan
Favorite food: "Strawberries, I had to say
something sweet."
Favorite animal: Frogs

CAMPUS IN BRIEF
Marriage seminar scheduled
Drs. Paul Faulkner and Carl Brecheen
will present their Marriage Enrichment
Seminar at the College church of Christ
at 7 p.m. Friday and 8:30a.m. Saturday.
To register, and for a complete
schedule of events, pick up ·a n
application in President David Burks'
office.
An anonymous donor has agreed to
pay for students who wish to attend, so
there is no registration fee.

Switchfoot tickets on sale
Tickets for Friday's Switchfoot
concert, which begins at 8 p.m., will be
on sale from noon until show time in
the Benson ticket booth Friday.
Reserved seat tic\<ets are $10 or free
with the Pass. Doors will open at 7 p.m.

Valentine's Day movie
The Student Association Movie
Committee will show "The Emperor's
New Groove" at 8 p.m. Saturday in the
Benson. Tickets are $2 or free with Pass.

Favorite movie: "Pirates of the Caribbean"
Future plans: Work in free-lance advertising
and follow her husband when he attends
preaching school in Memphis

HUB open on Saturdays
The Harding University Bookstore

William Bridges, manager of the
bookstore, said offiCials made the
decision to open t:l:te store on Saturdays
after numerous requests from students
and visitors.
"By opening Saturdays, we give
students additional time to obtain
materials they may need to complete
weekend projects or assignments,"
Bridges said.
Bridges also said visitors wanted an
opportunity to visit the bookstore.
"This also gives any weekend visitors
to the university community a chance to
shop in the bookstore," he said.

2.17 Baseball vs. Lyon College, Searcy, 1 p.m.
2.18 SA prayer'breakfast, Benson lobby, 7
a.m.

2.19 Women's basketball vs. Christian
Brothers, Rhodes Field House, 6 p.m.
2.19 Men's basketball vs. Christian Brothers,
. Rhodes Field Ho.use, 8 p.r:n.
2.19 Tennis vs. Ouachita Baptist, Arkadelphia,
Ark.. 1 p.m.
·
2.20 Baseball vs. Williams Baptist
2~20

Tennis vs. Drury, Arkandelphia, Ark., 10
a.m.

2.21

Baseball vs. Williams Baptist, Walnut
Ridge, Ark., noon

2.21

Gospel Explosion concert, Benson, 3
p.m.

COMING UP

2.22 Women's basketball vs. Arkansas Tech,

2.13 Baseball vs. Cameron, Fort Smith,

2.22 Men's basketball vs. Arkansas Tech,

Rhodes Field House,

Ark., 1 p.m.

a p.m.

Rhodes Field House, 8 p;m.

2.14 Baseball vs. Southwest Baptist,

2.23 SA prayer chapel
2.23 Tennis vs. Henderson State University,

Bolivar, Mo., noon

2.14 JOY Club Love Day, student center,

home, 2 p.m.

2.23 Live in the Lobby, dorm lobbies, 11 p.m.
2.14 Tennis vs. Rhodes, Conway, Ark., 8;30 2;24 Baseball vs. Cricton, home, 1 p.m.
noon.

a.m./noon

2.16 Women's basketball vs. University
of Central Arkansas, Conway, Ark., 6
p.m.

is now open for business on Saturdays

2.16 Men's basketball vs. University of

from 10 a.rn.-2 p.m.

· · • ·centra"! Arkan·sasXonway;A"rl<., 8

p.m-:"

2.24 Tennis vs. John Brown University,
Siloam Springs, Ark., 1 p.m.

2.24 Town Hall meeting, Mclnteer 150, 8 p.m.
2.26 Singing Under the Stars, front lawn, 9:30

p:m·: ·
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Fonner student
retums to campus
withAcappella
AARON J. MILLER
Student reporter

Into the mist
Students walk to chapel Feb. 10 engulfed in the winter weather. While next week will see a break in the recent rains, temperatures are expected to remain cool, with highs in the 40s.

Excitement, controversy await
Feb. 25 release of 'lhe Passion'
MICHAEL ALLEN
Student reporter

"The Passion of the Christ,"
directed by Mel Gibson, will be
released Feb. 25. The film, a
graphic depiction of the last few
hours of Jesus' life, including the
crucifixion and resurrection, has
recently been the subject of much
debate among Jews and Christians
in particular.
The Anti-Defamation League,
an organization against hate groups
and anti-Semitism, has been intently protesting the film in fear
that it will promote feelings of
anti-Semitism by blaming Jesus'
death on Judaism.
'We were saddened and pained to
find that 'The Passion of the Christ'
continues its unambiguous portrayal
of Jews as being responsible for the
death of Jesus," Abraham H. Foxman, national director of the ADL,
said in a Feb. 3 article published
in the New York Daily News.
While Foxman said he believes
the film holds Jews accountable for
Jesus' death, some who attended
the Washington showing of the
film disagreed.
Keith A. Fournier, founder of
the Catholic Way, said when he
attended the showing someone in
the audience pointed out that the
film portrayed the crucifixion as a
result of Jesus' choice, rather than
a result of any Jewish decision.
Regardless, Fournier said the film
should not be altered to cater to
the ADL's view.
"History demands that we
remain faithful to the story, and
Christians have a right to tell it,"
Fournier said. "After all, we believe
that it is the greatest story ever
told, and that its message is for
all men and women."
One of the unique aspects of
this film is that it is presented
in entirely Aramaic, Latin and
Hebrew with English subtitles.
Gibson said he wanted to make
the film as true to the Gospels as
possible.
While he has been known to
take dramatic license with the
story line of some of his films,
like "Braveheart," Gibson said
he wanted "The Passion of the
Christ" to be accurate so people
would fully understand what
Jesus suffered.
Gibson's portrayal of the crucifixion is so intense that the film
is rated R for violence. Partly because of the film's realistic nature,
Fournier said the film resonated on
an emotional level with him.
''This was not simply a film ; it
was an encounter, unlike anything
I have ever experienced," Four~er

said. "In addition to being a masterpiece of film-making and an
artistic triumph, 'The Passion'
evoked more deep reflection, sorrow
and emotional reaction within me
than anything since my wedding,
my ordination or the birth of my
children. Frankly, I will never be
the same."
Jody Dean, a TV anchorman
from Dallas, viewed the film at
a youth seminar in Plano, Texas,
and said the film was more than
mere entertainment.
'This is not a film that anyone will
'like,•• he said. ''I don't think it's a film
anyone will 'love.' It certainly doesn't
'entertain.' There isn't even the
sense that one has just watched a film.
What it is, is an experience - on a
level of primary emotion that is
scarcely comprehensible."
Because of all the excitement
and controversy surrounding the
film, many Harding students, faculty and staff are waiting eagerly
for the film to be released.
Dr. Randy Willingham, asso-

ciate professor of Bible, said he
believes it could be a film "that
can emotionally deepen a person."
Senior Brock Williams agreed with
Willingham.
''If it's accurate- which I've
heard it is- and shows what Christ
did for us than there shouldn't be
any controversy,'' Williams said.
Freshman Ann Winkler said
she hopes the realism in the film
helps her further understand what
Christ went through.
''I can't wait to see 'The Passion,"'
Winkler said. "As a Christian, it
will be interesting and eye-opening to see the graphic nature of
the life of our Lord."
·
In addition, senior Peter Shipman said the film may turn out to
be a great tool for outreach.
''I think it will open the eyes of
many people to the reality of the
saving power of Christ," Shipman
said. "'t will be a good evangelical
tool to bring people to the Lord."
Evangelism was one of the
main reasons Gibson, a conservative Catholic, said he wanted
to make the film.
''I want to show people the love
that Jesus [has] shown me by having his wounds heal my wounds,"
Gibson said.

Matt Nunnally, former Harding
student and first tenor for Acappella, will return to campus for
the group's joint concert with Vocal Union in the Administration
Auditorium Feb. 14.
Nunnally, 28, and a native of
Searcy, lefthisstudiesinMay2001
to join Acappella and return to
music, a career he had known
for 10 years.
Nunnally, the son of John
Nunnally, network operations
manager, and Kathy Nunnally,
office manager for the College of
Bible and Religion, began his music career before he was even old
enough to drive. As a freshman at
Harding Academy in 1990, Matt
Nunnally and five friends formed
an a cappella singing group called
Glorify Him.
After high school Nunnally enrolled at Harding University, but
trying to juggle school and performances proved to be too difficult, so
Nunnally decided in his sophomore
year to leave Harding to pursue
his music career full time.
-, During the band's 10 years
together, Glorify Him produced
eight albums and toured nationwide.
As Glorify Him members began families and money became
tighter, thegrouppeacefullyparted
ways in March 2000. After the split,
Nunnally returned to Harding to
pursue an accounting degree.
Exiting the stage, he realized
how closely he had associated
musical performance with his
own faith.
''I had to readjust all my thinking and remember that I didn't
have to be on stage to be living
for God," Nunnally said. ''It was
a struggle after a while to readjust everything fd always taught
myself."
Nunnally was at Harding for
a semester, and then Keith Lancaster, producer of Acappella, offered him a position with the vocal group. Nunnally and his wife
Carolyn prayed for weeks before
he agreed to join.
Nunnally describes his work
with Acappella as both fun and
difficult. ''It's work, but the end
is what's neat," Nunnally said.
"When the show is over I get

"It was at a needed time
when God put the four of
us together ••• It's all come
together so well. You can't
put any of the credit on us.
This is no accident."

MATT NUNNALLY, ACAPPELLA
thanked for what I've said or
music that's been made through
this company. People say how
it's changed their lives, and that
makes it all worth it."
Right now Acappella consists of
Nunnally, Sean Samuel, Nicolas
Dunbar and Gary Evans. Nunnally
said he is impressed with how situations worked out over the years
to bring this group together.
''It was at a needed time when
God put the four of us together
and put Keith in the position that
he can do what he's doing right
now," Nunnally said. "You can't
put any of the credit on us. This
is no accident."
Acappella is
cunentlyworkingonanewalbum, which will
be the first this
group has recorded together. Nunnally
said the group
is taking a new
direction with
their latest music.
'We're trying to bring back some
of the spark they [former members]
had in '94 and '95 with George and
Wayburn,'' Nunnally said.
Having performed with Acappella in Searcy before, Nunnally
said he looks forward to returning
to his hometown again.
"' get to see my friends and
my family and stay at my parent's house," he said. "It's kind
of a little vacation, except I've
got to work."
While he is intent on his career
right now, Nunnally said he may
someday return to Harding to get
his degree.
''I try not to make too many
plans," Nunnally said. "Some
people say it's bad to not plan
for the future. I make simple
plans and if they don't pan out,
then I don't worry about it. I go
wherever I'm led."
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Gospel
Explosion
caps Black
History
Month

Students find
enioyment in
unique iob behind
the wheel of the

SARA VAN WINKLE
Student reporter

The Multi -Cultural Student Action Committee will present Gospel
Explosion, a four-day capstone event
celebrating Black History Month,
Feb. 19-22.
Other events for Black History
Month include an open mic night
Feb. 10 at Midnight Oil and a town
hall meeting at 8 p.m. Feb. 24 in
Mclnteer 150. The MSAC will also
have trivia contests each week in
February.
''This [Gospel Explosion] is the
big event that culminates this
month," Butch Gardner, director of Minority Student Services,
said. ''It's the committee's biggest
production of the year. We have
great singing ... It's the best-kept
secret around here."
Gardner said he hopes for more
student body and community involvement at this year's event, which
includes a performance by several
Southern gospel music groups at 3
p.m. Saturday in the Benson.
Gardner said only a few hundred
people have attended Cillspel Explosion in recent
years.
''It's amazing
GOSPEL
because there is
EXPlOSION
unbelievable talent," he said. ''If
you want to hear
some good, inspirational singing
-for free- it's
a great opportunity."
Despite the
low attendance,
Gardner said
he plans to continue hosting the
event because he
believes Gospel
Explosion can
help students
and community
members grow
spiritually.
Sophomore Rachel Donald,
MSAC events coordinator, said
she would also like to see more
student body involvement.
''I hope to have a big turnout," she
said. "Our goals are to enlighten the
students on the style of Southern
gospel music, to attract prospective
students, to fellowship with each
other and, most of all, to spread the
Gospel with talent that the Lord
has given us, through song."
The event is not just for the
multi-cultural students on campus, Gardner said.
''It's a good opportunity to hear
the Lord lifted up through voice,"
he said. "It has no color. [Gospel
Explosion] is for everybody. That's
the message I'd like to convey. It's
a wonderful opportunity to see
some talented groups and worship in song."
Donald said about six or seven
groups will perform Saturday, including Good News Singers from
Harding and Inspirational Voices
from Dallas.
"Singing lifts my spirits, and I
think it could do the same for others,"
:Donald said. "There is something
about praising [God's] name through
, song that just does not give you the
.same effect as talking."
Junior Renada Robinson, president ofMSAC, said the committee
has been planning the event since
December.
She said she anticipates a large
crowd for the concert.
"The whole purpose of MSAC
is to unify the campus," she said.
"The Gospel Explosion is just one
way to do that ."

Junior Scott Walters watches students in the mirror while driving his school bus route for the Searcy Public School System.

LISA LAUTERBACH
Student reporter

t's not your traditional college job.
While most students are still
in bed, junior Soott Walters is
perched at the.heJm of a big
yellow bus that creeks with every
pothole, driving down a narrow
dirt road en route to pick up the
more than 35 students who rely
on him for their daily transit.
In fact, when he leaves the
dorm every weekday morning
at 6:30 to start up Searcy Public
Schools bus number 22, the job
may seem a little unusual. But
for Walters, it's just another day
on the job he's maintained for
nearly two years.
''It's a pretty good job," Walters
said. "I mean, I really only have
to work two hours a day."
Walters got his license to drive
buses at age 18 and started driving with Searcy Public Schools
last year. He's been driving the
same course, a rural route comprised of dirt roads and narrow
bridges, for his entire time with
the district. Walters says he was
surprised at what he saw when he
first glimpsed the roads he now

I

navigates twice each day.
Dealing with such a large
"When my boss first took me number of students can po e its
to drive the ro.u te, eXpected obvious tests on a person's patience.
neighbm:hoods and nice roads,'
W albers says the disciplining is
Walters said.
omething tbatjust gets easier
Walters is not the only Harding with experience. ffe says most
student who drives a sch,ool pus. of the problems be encounters
Junior Kris Thompson began driv- on the bus come from conflicts
ing after he saw his twin brother between siblings or issues that
Kyle, who is at HUF this semes- start at home and are carried
unresolved onto
ter, enjoying the job
and making good "They're always talking the bus in the
money.
about new boyfriends mornmg.
'~It' s the best
"For the first
and notes they got
couple weeks I try
job," Thompson
said. "[The job during the day.l feel so not to smile- you
requires] no nights,
much more involved
know, be a little
no weekends, and with Searcy .•. through intimidating,"
good pay."
Walters said.
the kids, I know so
However, it's
Thompson
much more about it."
obvious to anyone
drives his route
each morning and
spending any time
SCOTT WALTERS, JUNIOR
then parks his bus
on bus 22 that Waloutside the Ganus
ters doesn't keep up
Athletic Center in order to make the stern persona for long.
it on time to his 8 a .m. class.
From the moment they board,
Despite the challenges of the the students - ranging in age
roads, Walters and Thompson said from kindergarten to seniors in
driving the 35-foot vehicle is not high school- chat endlessly about
difficult.
the events of their day and all the
"Driving is the easy part. It's happenings of their world.
''They're always talking about
dealing with the kids and disciplining that can be the challenge," new boyfriends and notes they got
Thompson said.
during the day," Walters said. ''I

THE BIG
YEllOW
BUS
feel so much more involved with
Searcy ... through the kids, I know
so much more about it."
Spending time with the same
students each day has caused Walters to form some unique bonds
with his young passengers. Fifth
grader Lauren has been riding the
bus since Walters began driving
last year and says he is definitely
different from drivers she's had
in the past.
"He's funnier than most of the
ones weve had," Lauren said while
giggling at Walters in the mirror.
''He laughs all the time."
Third grader Jessica says
she likes being on the bus with
Walters behind the wheel. "He's
nice," she said. "They're [usually]
never nice."
Both Thompson and Walters
say they plan to continue driving
during the remainder of their time
at Harding; if their schedules allow it. Walters, who had to have
his route shortened this year to
accommodate a 4 p.m. class, says
he may take next spring off since
he will be student teaching. However, both are education majors
and say they could see themselves
continuing to drive once they get
teaching jobs.

PRIDE program improving

residence halls, Mote says
CONTINUED from page 1
''People are more likely to step
forward if there's money offered
rather than the threat ofbilling,"
sophomore Trey Tucker, an Allen
Hall resident, said.
Mote said the PRIDE program is not only about community billing.
Each men's residence hall has
a maintenance budget equaling $3
per person that is used to pay for
damages in the dorms. The floors
that keep their community damages under the $3-per-person
threshold are not billed, and any

credit remaining in the budgets
at the end of the year is used for
residence hall improvements.
''I've been able to purchase a
pool table, a foosball table, grills,
picnic tables and ping pong tables
for the residence halls with money
left in the accounts," Mote said.
''I welcome suggestions from our
residence hall students concerning ideas and projects to use the
money for in the future."
In the three-year history of
PRIDE, Mote said cleanliness in
the residence halls has increased
and money needed to repair damages has decreased.
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Nutrition facts labels:
More than nteets the eye

BENJAMIN MCREYNOLDS and
HAILEE AUGSBURGER
Harding College of Nursing
It is that time of year again. The scribed for someone else.
..Do not take antibiotics if your
crazy Arkansas winter weather
patterns are wreaking havoc on infection is viral. Most cases of
bronchitis, the flu and common
our respiratory systems.
·E verywhere you look, people colds are viral in origin. Taking
are coughing, sneezing and blow- an antibiotic for these illnesses
ing their noses on anything they will only help increase the risk
can fmd. Some are resorting to of resistance.
numerous over-the-counter mediStrep throat, some sinus incations to gain relief. Others are fections and some middle-ear inseeking something stronger from fections are bacterial in nature
their doctors - usually in the and could be resolved by taking
form of antibiotics.
antibiotics. If you have any quesWhile antibiotics can be very tions as to whether your illness
useful and appropriate for bacterial is Viral or bacterial, contact your
infections, they are useless against health care provider.
li>When you
viruses. In fact,
are suffering
the misuse, overfrom a viral
use and abuse of MORE U
~ _
antibiotics have
infection (cold,
flu, bronchitis),
caused detrithe best options
mental health
for feeling beteffects.
ter are getting
Antibiotic-resistant microbes, sometimes called sufficient rest, drinking plenty
superbugs, are increasingly on the of fluids, taking Tylenol for pain,
rise. Through genetic mutation using a vaporizer or saline nose
and other forms of bacterial sur- drops, and using a pharmacistvival, these microorganisms have approved over-the-counter medideveloped strains that no longer cation.
li>If your doctor concludes that
respond to antibiotic therapy.
Listed below are a few tips to your infection is viral in nature,
help fight these resistant bugs:
resist the urge to demand an anli>When taking an antibiotic, be tibiotic. Using antibiotics against
sure to take all of your prescription. viruses causes the antibiotics to
Do not stop taking the drug even lose their strength and ability to
if you begin to feel better.
kill bacteria.
.,.Carefully follow your physiMuch clinical -evidence has
cian's instructions when taking been documented about the deantibiotics, and inform him or her structive patterns of antibioticof any other medications you are resistant microbes. Through the
taking in order to avoid adverse years, some bugs, such as Staphylococcus aureus, have developed
drug interactions.
strains that are resistant to every
li> Do not take antibiotics that
are left over from previous pre- known antibiotic, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and
scriptions.
.,. Do not take antibiotics pre- Prevention .

Staphylococcus aureus .has
been known to cause skin boils,
bone infections, pneumonia and
life-threatening infections of the
bloodstream. For those who acquire these resistant pathogens,
little hope for a positive outcome
can be offered.
Germs are everywhere. Though
we cannot avoid coming in contact with the ubiquitous bugs, we
can take steps to strengthen our
body's immune system to ward
off the illnesses they cause. To
prevent both viral and bacterial
infection, the following suggestions may be helpful:
li>Wash your hands often, especially before meals.
.,. If water is not available, use
a waterless hand sanitizer oralcohol-based hand gel.
li> Keep your hands out of your
eyes, ears and nose.
li> Exercise regularly.
li> Eat 4-6 servings of fruits and
vegetables daily.
li> Drink at least eight glasses
of water every day.
li>Get the amount of sleep you
need to feel rested.
.,. When someone around you is
sick, keep common items such as
eating utensils, faucets, handles
and doorknobs disinfected.
Since their discovery in the
1920s, antibiotics have revolutionized medicine, saved countless lives
and improved outcomes for infectious diseases. Their effectiveness
is being threatened by the rise of
multi-drug resistance.
Helping fight against antimicrobial resistance is a duty for all.
By using antibiotics responsibly,
everyone can do their part to aid
in the battle against the bugs.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The information provided in the Health and Wellness section is not int~nded to re~l'!-ce professi<?nal medical advice.
The Bison encourages readers to cousult a licensed medical practitioner before makmg any dectswns regardmg health.
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We may not
stay up with you all night,
but we'll he Ip you
through it.

Most of us would not consider
ourselves thoughtless consumers,
easily swayed and coerced by the
advertising industry.
I am sure that most of us like to
think that we are intelligent and
capable men and women- smart
enough to decipher between the
truth and a lie, and certainly wise
enough to see through a marketing scheme.
For the most part that may be
true; however, some manufacturers
go beyond scheming and resort to
deceit to entice otherwise-knowing
consumers into their trap.
What am I talking about?
Nutrition facts labels.
"Surely you don't expect us to
walk up and down the aisles of
Wal-Mart examining the label of
every potential food purchase?"
you ask.
Definitely not. I do think, however, that if we are armed with the
right information, we can make
wiser decisions about food choices
and beat the manufacturers at their
own game.
Cooking for more than one or
two is a rarity for most college
students. That's what makes individual-sized items so enticing.
They are quick, convenient,
easy, and small enough not to
leave leftovers. The problem
doesn't arise with the food itself
but with the supposed content of
the meal.
Counting calories
For those of you who never have
and never will count a single calorie
and don't care what implications
might result from bad eating
habits, read no further.
Most of us should be averaging
1,500-2,000 calories per day depending on our individual activity
levels. Some need more, and some
need less.
The minimum calorie requirement for a healthy diet is 1,200
calories a day, so no one should
go below that .
Often, we eat a smaller lunch
if we know we're going to eat a
big dinner, or go light on supper
if we overdid lunch.
Here are some examples of a
common serving-size trick that
leads us to believe we're eating
one thing, when in reality we're
filling our bodies with a lot more
than we think.
Always check the serving size
amount against the amount actually in the box. It is not unusual
for manufacturers to sell an "individual" portion of something like
macaroni and cheese and only put
a portion of the box contents on
the label.
One popular frozen entree manufacturer puts 1Y. cup of macaroni
and cheese in a box, but lists the
serving size as 1 cup. Expecting
consumers to eat 2/3 of the box is
ridiculous.
Instead of getting 320 calories, 7 grams of saturated fat,
and 970 mg of sodium, the average consumer gets 480 calories,
11 grams of saturated fat, and
1,460 mg of sodium from the mac
and cheese alone (not to mention
anything that might accompany
the meal).
Serving-size fraud
Take a look at your favorite 20

MARY CATHERINE
CLARK
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ounce soft drink. Most of us know
that drinking carbonated beverages ljke this aren't the healthy.
Besides robbing our bones of
calcium, they also pump us full
of sugar, and the caffeine acts as
a stimulant.
Just glancing at the back label
doesn't look too bad though- only
100 calories for a 20 ounce drink!
Not bad! Not right either.
Glancing up at the top of the
label shows that instead of serving
one person, the 20 ounce bottle
actually serves 2 Y. people. Could
have fooled me! Instead of 100
empty calories, we get 250.
Potpies are a favorite way to
get a quick and easy meal on a
small budget. Vegetables and meat
wrapped up in a flaky crust can't
be wrong ... can they? Well, that
depends.
One vendor sells their version
of frozen, microwaveable potpies in
convenient, personal-sized dishes.
Unfortunately, looking at the label proves that this hearty meal
should be split in two.
If we choose to eat the whole
pie, that doubles the 570 calories
to a whopping 1,140, and takes
the total amount of saturated fat
to 32 grams.
Since that's nearly a day's
worth of calories and 1 Y. day's
worth offat, that one little pie is
not weight-loss or weight~main
tenance fare.
I hate to attack the college
staple, but for my last example
of serving-size fraud, I have to
pick on ramen noodles.
Like most soups, ramen noodles
use the FDA's one-cup serving size
guideline.
Unfortunately, this is only half of
the package! If, like most of us, you
eat the whole package, you might
as well eat a 1/4-pound burger and
sprinkle half of a teaspoon of salt
on top just for kicks.
Individual packages
Now, for some fun homework:
Next time you're standing in line
at the store, pay attention to the
individual packages of candy in
the checkout line.
Make sure you know just what
you're getting into before you consume the whole bag!
Breakfast cereal can also be
tricky. Try looking at the suggested serving size and compare
it to the amount you eat in the
morning. Surprising, huh?
Watch out for individual bags
of chips (like those sold in the
student center), they may end up
being more like a total knockout,
rather than a slap in the face, to
our bodies.
Checking nutrition facts labels
can be tedious, but knowing what
to look for in just one or two key
places on the label can help us make
wise choices today that will pay
health dividends tomorrow and
for the rest of our lives.

SEARCY MEDICAL CENTER
Family Practice: 278-2848 OB\Gyn: 278-2886
[nternal Medicine: 278-2834
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From girls' nights to romantic moments,
V- Day holds promise for all .
ASHLEY KELLUM
Student reporter

e smell offreah flowers and

ll

the clouds of balloons that

ather in the girls' dorms
very year on Valentine's
Day are on1y distantly
related to the ancient traditions
ofthe day.
In today's world, Valentine's
Day means different plans and
different gift ideas for everyone,
even if a person checks single on
his or her tax forms.
Setting the plans

Sometimes creating plans
for how to spend the day can
be difficult. Sophomore Trici
Wigner said while she has a
general idea for what she is going
to do Feb. 14, she hasn't Iinalized
any decisions.
"I have no ironed-out details,
but I will most likely go bowling,
out to dinner and relax with
friends," she said.
Wigner is not the only person
who does not have the details
"ironed out" yet.
"I need to plan out the little
things, but I don't think I'll tell
my girl once I figure it out," Chad
Hicks, Midnight Oil employee,
said. ''It's a surprise."
So do you have plans yet?
Whether single, dating or
married, most people have
experienced spur-of-the-moment

date ideas that turned sour.
Don't let that happen this year
with your Valentine's Day plans.
Let my recipe list for last-minute
Valentine's Day rendezvous help
ease your mind.
Girts' night

Single women can follow the
Valentine's Day example set by
Aretha Franklin, who recorded
the sassy "Respect'' on Feb. 14,
1967: just enjoy being women.
Valentine's Day can be a great
tim to relax in the dorm and
atch· · e "chick flicks" with all
Y,OW' friends.
All YJ)u need for giJ;ls' night
is a car£on of Ben & Jel'l'y's lee
r . , iGi6rb.9 Pizza, a big sack
of Valentin s Day chocolates and
e "Little Women,"
~llilllllhr::ere Sleeping," "A
Clouds" or "Return
toMe."
If you want a new form of
entertainment,
try
bringing
back an English tradition from
the 1700s where women wrote
names of bachelors on scraps of
pa:pet, rolled each in a little piece
of clay and dropped them in a
tub of water. The first clay ball
that floated to the surface was
predicted to be her true love.
Guys' movie fest

On Valentine's Day in 1929
seven of . Al Capone's rivals
were conveniently murdered in

Chicago, ill., in what is called the
"St. Valentine's Day Massacre."
You don't have to be a gangster
to enjoy hanging out with the guys
on Valentine's Day. Playing video
games provides entertainment for
hours.
Or, you can just grab some
pizza, potato chips, cheese dip,
IBC root beer and
movies, like 'The
Godfather," 'The
Untouchables" and
"Heat."
Singles party-going

If you choose to
have a co-ed gathering
instead,
assigning · ~oncommittal dates can be an easy
way to connect friends. Try
writing the girls' names on slips of
paper and putting them in a jar.
Whenever a boy draws a name
from the jar, the woman on the
paper becomes his "sweetheart"
for the night and is treat~d to
goodies and poems.
Creative romantic ideas

For those who are still looking
for a romantic place to take a
significant other, a nice drive to
Little Rock and dinner at Carino's
Italian Kitchen, 4221 Warden
Road, can be an easy Valentine's
Day solution.
Other restaurants usually
outdo their normal service on
Valentine's as well, but remember

.to make "reservations e~ly since
many spend their eve~g dining
out.
;·,
,.
So~ :coming· -Up with
a cre~tive Valentine's Day gift
can be a aa®ting ~ 1' those
who don't want s 'ck with the
traditional flowers or chocolate.
The people at Everett, Inc., 103
¥arket t. in eatty, can help
you make ome handmade
pottery, which may be
just the right thing to
add a personal touch to
gift giving.
The price is affordable
for college students, and
the store will stay open late
for you if you contact them before
5 p.m. For more information, call
278-4646.
Valentine's service day

Valentine's Day can also be a
great time to reach out to people
you don't know. The girls in the
JOY service organization will
spend' their -Valentine's Day
making gifts and cards that will
be distributed at local nursing
,
homes and hospitak.
"; .:. : ~· ~ ~
"We, as Qluri.sti.an wo1nen, ' "l,.,..-? P' f.
think it's important to encourage
those around us, especially the
sick and the lonely," junior Alison
Brown, JOY's elderly committee
chairman. said. "Since Valentine's
Day is a day to sh<t.v'"bthers~'We
care about them, it's: a per&ct
opportunity to serve. people."

riday
AMANDA SEMBER
Student reporter

Switchfoot, a San Diegonative band, performs in the
Benson Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Friday.
Having grown up surfing and
singing on the beaches of San
Diego, a place rich with musical
culture, the four members of
Switchfoot are united by their
common love for music. Seven
years ago, brothers Jon Foreman,
the band's singer/guitarist, and
Tim Foreman, the bassist, along
with drummer Chad Butler
chose to "put a different foot
forward" as they stepped into
the music industry.
Soon
after,
the
three
musicians recruited guitar/
keyboards
player
Jerome
Fontamillas to complete the
quartet.
"It's not about putting on a
show or trying to sell something,"
Jon Foreman said on the band's
Web site, www.switchfoot.com.
"It's about being ourselves
. . . risking to change or be
changed."
Like most success stories,
Switchfoot's is lined with hard
work and a desire to be heard.
Traveling across the country in
a van, practicing late at night
in garages and playing for fivemember audiences were all stops
on the road to stardom.

Switchfoot has had success Breathe." They have since signed
getting more than 40 songs with Columbia records. Their
featured on TV shows, including newest album, "The Beautiful
"Dawson's Creek," "Felicity'' and Letdown," has reached platinum
"Regis and Kelly." The music status, selling · more than 1
video network FUse awarded million copies since its debut in
Switchfoot as the "Next Big February 2003.
Thing" in October 2003. Also in
Junior Kristen Maule, a
2003, the band received honors Switchfoot fan even from the
from the San Diego Music group's humble beginnings,
Awards for Album of the Year showed her devotion by waiting
more
than
and Pop Album
an
howoftheYea:r.
Switch foot (switch • foot) v. 1.
for
The group's
tickets
Surf tenn that is used when a
musical style
to
Friday
surfer changes foot positions
draws
n-om
night's show.
many genres
to create what
the
band's
Web site called
'It
"swirling
guitar pop full
of effortlessly

on the.board, gaining a new
perspective. n. 2. California
based, Grammy-nominated band
known for musical combination
of explosive guitar riffs and
pensive lyrics.

arching
melodies and
textures that shift in continual,
sensual motion." Switchfoot
members agree that it is difficult
to pin the music they play into
one category.
"The 'Switchfoot sound,' if
there is such a thing, never really
fit in any of the genre boxes," Jon
Foreman said. ''I think that
diversity is our strength."
The· band was originally
signed .to a Christian-music
label and released three albums,
"Legend of Chin," "New Way to
Be Human" and ''Learning to

Maule fu t
eKpe.t:ienced

Swi.tchloot
at

Festival

Con Dios in

an Antonio,
Texas. in the
summer of

2Q01.
"They stood out with their
energy," Maul said. 'They were
the. one group that everyone was
jumping to."
Junior Trisha Lawing, a San
Diego native, appreciates that
the. band's lyrics promote more
thaifjust high-energy fun.
"Their songs have a deeper
meanirig that people [feel] on an
intimate.level,'' Lawing said.
Jon Foreman said the lyrics
are P@rsonal because they come
from iiiside his own heart.
"All of
songs come from a

my

Switchfoot, a Gram my-nominated band from San Diego made up of Chad Butler, drums; Tim
Foreman, bass and vocals; Jon Foreman, vocals and guitar; and Jerome Fontamillas,guitar, keyboards
and vocals, performs at 8 p.m. Friday in the Benson Auditorium. Tickets, which cost $10 or free with
the Pass, are still available for balcony and back-floor seats.

very private, honest place," he
said. ''It's three in the morning,
you can't sleep, you're wondering
what life is; that's where the
songs come from ... there's a
longing for beauty and truth."
More than 1,400 tickets have
been purchased in the two weeks
they have been on sale. ·

Tickets are still available in
the Benson ticket booth for $10 or
free with the Pass.
'We are pleased with the
ticket sales," Dustin Vyers,
student activities coordinator,
said. "Our goal is 2,000, and I am
confident that we will reach that
goal by show time."

LEISURE . ~
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'Big Fish' showcases
Burton's directing
STEWART DEERE
Student reporter

The title of "Big Fish'' refers to
one story in a film of stories. It is
a story that is a cliche of southern
storytelling. The story usually
begins with, "Once I caught a fish
this big."
Some have criticized "Big Fish''
by saying it is all spectacle and no
depth. A snobbish attitude such
as this is the only way I can
explain how "Big
Fish," rated PG13, has received no
Oscar nominations,
even for its visual
innovation.
I would like to
point out that the film's
stories are meant to be
spectacle. One doesn't
tell a big fish story to
express struggles with
the meaning of life; one
tells it to impress friends.
The film is a story about
a man at the end of his life. His
life has brought joy to everyone
except for his son. Most are
aware that his stories are greatly
exaggerated, but they accept this
and let him spin his web. A web
is a great analogy for how the
film works. The viewer is caught
by the episodes of storytelling.
As a viewer, I anticipated tliese
episodes when the film flashes to
reality.
As Edward Bloom, a man on
his deathbed, Albert Finney lets
the daring spirit of his character's
stories shine in his perlormance.

Even though he is sickly, one can
imagine him once living the stories
he tells. As the young Bloom,
Ewan McGregor seems like a
Hollywood star from another era.
He plays decency and earnestness
better than any perlormance by
any actor in recent memory.
As Edward's son William, Billy
Crudup's skepticism regarding
his father's stories is overcome
m the course of the film. This
culminates in one of
the most emotionally
powerful scenes I saw
in a film last year.
Crudup
deserves
more attention and·
hopefully will get
it without turning
to
formulaic
blockbusters like
some actors.
Jessica Lange's
role, while not
the
meatiest,
blossoms with her love
for her dying husband.
As a director, Tim Burton does
an excellent job with bbth the
perlormers and the \tisuals the
movie. He b~ the spectacles
that the
' aetracrors have
emphasized wlill.e i.gnQting the
rest of the work.
What are the stories about?
Well, a big fish (obviously), a giant
and a witch all show up, but that
is the extent of what I will say.
This is a film which is best seen
with little or nothing known.
We all love to hear someone tell
stories, but a second-hand telling
pales in comparison.

m

AIM leaks inspiration
Top 10 away messages give variety of
meanings, thoughts, ·opinions
Sitting on my $15 dorm room
chair, with no back support at
all, I searched my overworked,
underpaid mind trying to come
up with a column idea, for this,
our third paper in a row without
a break.
While I was procrastinating,
I did what most career
procrastinators do while
putting off the inevitable: I
started reading my buddies'
away messages on AOL Instant
Messenger.
That little procrastination
stint inspired me. I started
thinking. about classic awa.y
messages I've seen over the
years. So what follows is the
product of a late-night brain
freeze. These, folks, are my top
10 favorite AOL away messages.
Some of them are slap-my-kneefunny, some of them are whydidn't-I-think-of-that thought
provoking and some of them are
just dumb, I'll admit.
10. ''Wisdom has two parts:
Having a lot to say and not
saying it." I hate this, but I love
it. True, some things in life are
better off not said. However,
there are times when your
thoughts need to be eJqJressed.
Don't hold back when other
people's feelings are at stake.
Now, there's some wisdom for
you.
9. 'The world's messed up.
Why do we park on a '!lr:iveway
but drive on a park way?" Think

Just

Ramble
about it. Why do we do some of
the things we do? Why do we
put up an away message when
we're actually sitting right in
front ofthe computer screen? I
don't know.
. 8: 'The best and most
beautiful things in the world
cannot be seen or touched, but
are felt in the heart." This one
just gives me warm, fuzzy
feelings.
7. ''I'm not addicted ... I'm
just afraid of that voice that says
'goodbye."' Sure, that's what
they all say. When you have
been logged on to AIM for three
days, 13 hours and 45 minutes,
you're addicted.
6. ''Don't let the past create
the future, let the future erase
the past." Reminding me of my
relationship with God, this one
sends chills up my spine. God,
our future, is always erasing our
sins if we ask Him.
5. "Smile, it·makes people
wonder what you're thinking."
Smiling makes your day better.
Even though everything may
not go my way, when I smile I

feel better, hence I treat people
better. It's such a happy habit
to pick up.
4. "Experience is the hardest
teacher. It gives you the test
first and then the lesson." The
stinky thing about this quote
is that it is completely true. It
just takes most of us a while
to realize that there is a lesson
on the other side of the test.
Have faith my friends, God
always shows us the lesson
crystal clear.
3. ''It is physically
impossible to lick your elbow
•.. 75 percent of people who
read this try to do it." If you
are reading this column with
no one around you right now,
don't kid yourself. You know
what you want to do right now.
And if you're in the student
center, don't kid yourself, you
know what you want to do
right now.
· 2. "The more I get to know
guys, the more I like dogs." I'm
sorry guys. I love most of you
dearly.
However, I laugh every time
I read it because, as much as I
hate to admit it, I sometimes
like dogs better than guys.
What can I say? It's the
absolute truth.
1. ''If con is the opposite
of pro, what's the opposite of
progress?" Let me spell it out
-c-o-n-g-r-e-s-s. Now that is
funny. No contest.

Sports Teams
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven Campus
Fudraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our free programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at (868) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
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Lack of sleep causes columns like this
I can't sleep.
I am very tired, but sleep continues to
elude me, like ... like a very elusive thing.
I am so tired I can't even come up with
metaphors and similes.
I've reached that point in the night
where I don't even blink anymore. I'm so
tired that I'm starting to lose muscle control
in my eyes, so the screen will occasionally
blur out of focus and I can'r rell if I'm hiyying the right kets or not.
I'm starting to go cross-eyed, too. I'm
looking at the screen in stereo.
I don't know what happened tonight.
Curfew rolled around, and I was getting
ready for bed. I made sure my air conditioner and heater were adjusted, I peeled
back my covers, I played a little beddy-bye
music, I lay /lie/layed/lied/led down, and
promptly stayed awake for four hours before just surrendering to my fate of a sleepless night and getting out of bed anyway.
By the way; I live in a private double in
Grad, so I've got two air-conditioner-slashheaters and two sinks. What I'm really
tempted to do one day is turn one A/ C on
full-blast cold, the other heater on full-blast
hot, turn on both of the sinks, and watch a
hurricane form in my room.
I'm to that point where I've realized that
the last thing I need is sleep. I've got chapel and classes in the morning, and at this
point I'd be lucky if I woke up for supper.
The world is so weird this early in the
morning. The Late Shows are over, the Late
Late shows are over, and the Late Late Late
Shows (also known as infomercials) are
starting to look l'retty good.
Tina Yothers Oennifer Keaton from
"Family Ties") and David Hasselhoff (proof
that Hollywood is run by trained seals) are
on channelll promoting some CD collection thati'm ure was prophesied against in
the book of Daniel.
A few clicks up the knob, Americo
"Tuffy" Questell (Posse Member #1 from

AARON RUSHTON

Big Guy,
Big Mouth
I've reached that point in the night where I
don't even blink anymore. I'm so tired that
I'm starting to lose muscle control in my
eyes, so the screen will occasionally blur
out of focus and I can'r rell if I'm hiyying the
right kets or not.

episode #1.6- "The Ultimatum" -of
"the $treet") is doing his daisy-picking best
to convince me to buy a treadmill that not
only will help me lose weight but will also
help me earn $50,000 monthly.
So as I sit glued to the tube, eating my
graham crackers and Cheese Wiz with cinnamon Altoid chasers, unblinking, relentlessly awake, I've realized something very
important: my eyeballs are now beginning
to atrophy.
Why can't I just go to leep?
Would that be too much to ask?
My bed is ready, willing and able to support my eight-hour habit, but I'm being
some kind of depriving jerk and not letting
my mattresses fulfill their simple purpose
on this earth.
I just got out of my third, or maybe
fourth, shower of the night. It's not that I'm
taking these showers to try to get to sleep
or to try to keep myself awake or whatever,
it's just that when I'm as tired as I am now,
I start to forget things I've done or said, and
tend to repeat myself. In fact, I've already
written this article twice.
My day is so shot. I know what's going

to happen. I'm going to be sitting in class,
taking notes as best I can, and then I'll blink
for about 15 minutes.
My head will suddenly pop up with all
the alertness of a scared rabbit, and I'll stay
like that for about 10 minutes.
Then I'll feel my eyes refusing to stay
open. I'll see my notes becoming more and
more illegible as I lose control over my
hand.
I'll see Shetland ponies dip-clopping
across my arm, pulling gingerbread wagons loaded with. Jim Morrison look-alikes
reading Marx's "Communist Manifesto."
At that point, I'll become faintly aware
that something is not as it should be, but
will be distracted by a harsh ringing noise
somewhere off in the distance, only to snap
back to awakened reality and notice that
the classroom is now filled with an entirely
different set of people and a different professor.
I just got out of my third, or maybe
fourth, shower of the night. It's not that I'm
taking these showers to try to get to sleep
or to try to keep myseU awake or whatever,
it's just that when I'm as tired as I am now,
I start to forget things I've done or said, and
tend to repeat myself. In fact, I've already
written this article twice.
I am so very, very tired. I can already see
the night sky beginning to blue with the
coming of the dawn. I can see the world
coming to life again, and I'm just about
dead. If it weren't for the impending doom
of chapel and clas es, I might just fall asleep
atthekeybbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
bbbbbbb

AARON RUSHTON is a humor columnist for the
Bison, and everything he says should be taken
with a very large and sarcastic grain of salt. He
can be reached at (501) 305-8453, or by e-mailing aaronrushton@hotmail.com. Objects in
mirror may be closer than they appear.
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JEFFREY C. HUNTER

Who really killed Jesus?
Answer still the same after 2,000 years
EDITOR'S NOTE
With the anticipated
release of the movie
"The Passion of
Christ," an age-old
question has resurfaced in the secular
world- Who really killed Jesus? As
the debate rages
between those who
say the Jews were
responsible and
those who think oth·
erwise, Mark Adams,
the minister at the
, Rose Bud church of
Christ in Rose Bud,
Ark., examines the
evidence behind the
argument.

el Gib an's upcoming movie, "The The Jewish leaders looked from this point
Passion o£ the Christ,' has sparked on for a way to arrest and kill Jesus (John
much contraversy around the world. 11:57).
Skipping ahead to after Judas betrayed his
Though only a few people ha.ve seen
it, many more are protesting its rabbi in the garden, Jesus stood trial before
release, stating that the story of the pas- the Sanhedrin. Mark 14:55-59 describes the
sion and crucifixion of Jesus recorded in chief priests desperately trying to find some
the four Gospels, particularly in John, is grounds by which to accuse Jesus, even using false witnesses. Their best effort was to
"anti-Semitic."
As a result, many people have begun twist the meaning of his statement about
asking again, "Who killed Jesus? Who is destroying and rebuilding the temple in
three days. Finally, when the high priest
responsible?"
From a Christian perspective, of course, asked him if he was the son of God and he
all people are responsible. Christ died for answered, "I Am ... ," they accused him of
the sins of the whole world. When a person blasphemy.
At this point, Jesus was brought on trial
becomes a Christian, he is taking personal
responsibility for his own sins, for which separately before Pilate and Herod; neither
Jesus suffered on the cross in his place, and saw reason to kill him (Luke 23:14-15 and John
is pledging to live his life in such a way that 19:12). When Pilate tried to release Jesus,
the crowd insisted that instead he crucify
would honor Jesus Christ. This, however, is not the answer that most Jesus. Matthew 27:20 specifies that it was
are seeking. The movie's critics are more the chief priests and elders who persuaded
interested in who specifically is portrayed the crowd to do so. This is actually attested
as being responsible for Jesus' death in his by Q.On-Biblical sources as well.
Josephus, an early Jewish historian,
own historical context. To learn more about
the life of Christ, the best place to turn is to stated that Pilate condemned Jesus to the
cross, "at the suggestion of
the Gospels.
This will immediately
From what all the Gospels tlie principal men amongst
us (the Jews)." When Pithrow ap red Bags with
say, it seems clear that
late washed his hands
orne who would question
those directly responsible to symboliZe his own inthe histQrical accurMy of the
nocence of Jesus' verdict
Gospels. This is an entirely
for killing Jesus, himself
the
crowd made what has
different diseussion, but I
a Jew, were the corrupt,
become a very controversial
would suggest a couple of
envious Jewish leaders; not statementin Matthew 27:
things to consider.
25, "His blood be on us and
For one, many non-Biball Jews everywhere.
on our children!"
lical historical documents
Sadly, this verse has been often used
affirm the accuracy of the Gospels.
There is much evidence to support the out of its context to justify the horrendous
Gospels, but this discussion is better dealt treatment of the Jews in later times. This
with in its own light. The reason for men- was one particular crowd of Jewish people,
tioning it is to make one assertion: there spurred on by their corrupt leadership in a
are many good reasons to believe the Bible tense setting.
So are the Gospels and "The Passion of
is historically accurate, and for a person to
hold these beliefs does not require them to the Christ" anti-Semitic? From what all the
Gospels say, it seems clear that those directly
abandon logic or to ignore factual data.
In the Gospels, as Jesus was gaining in responsible for killing Jesus, himself a Jew,
popularity, many of the Jewish leaders began were the corrupt, envious Jewish leaders;
to oppose him. Mark 11:18 mentions that not all Jews everywhere. In fact, most of
they actually feared him because of the way Jesus' followers and almost all of the earliest
the crowd was astonished by him. At some Christians were Jews.
So as a motion picture brings the subject
point (immediately after the cleansing of
the temple in Mark and Luke's accounts), back to the forefront of world discussion, what
this jealousy and fear turned into a plot to should our response be toward those at fault?
Simple. Jesus responded with compassion
kill Jesus.
John 11:45-57 vividly describes a meeting and forgiveness. Up on the cross, struggling
among the council of Jewish leaders who to breath, he uttered a few words and dispanicked because Jesus was performing missed the argument altogether.
"Father forgive them, for they know not
miraculous signs, and they feared that if
he continued gaining followers, the Romans what they do."
would come and destroy the whole Jewish
nation. Caiaphas, the current high priest, MARK ADAMS is the minister at the Rose Bud church of
stated that it would be better for one man to Christ in Rose Bud, Ark., and a Harding alumnus. He
die, than to have the whole nation destroyed. may be reached at guitman675@hotmail.com

AWord In
Edgewise
Recipe for disaster:
How to make a 1V movie
does i. take to lll.S.ke a TV
movie he e da ? Well, the
recipe is simple.
Tak a perfectly good
new story: a dd a dash of
sappy plot here, a drop of shameful
exaggeration there, a pound or two of
falsehood, some vulgarity for spice,
and Presto! You've just converted
reality into a half-baked made-for-TV
moVIe.
Is it difficult? Of course not. All
you really need is the little phrase
''based on actual events" and you can
cook up whatever story you wish and
pass it off as reality.
Take, for example, last year's
movie about Martha Stewart. It
claimed to be factual and informative,
but all it really did was portray the
domestic diva as the domestic devil
- a screaming, hateful, scary version
of the kitchen queen.
I am always sceptical of current
event movies and TV shows. NBC's
"The West Wing'' makes my blood boil
for being so event-savy and blatantly
ignorant at the same time.
The most recent attack on reality
is USA Network's "The Perfect Husband, The Laci Peterson Story."
Judging by the promotions, this
low-budget production (which stars
Dean Cain and appears to have all
the drama of a hayride) is a little
high on hype.
The TV version will follow the
traditional guidelines of storytelling.
It will have an introduction, character development, suspense, a climax,
and then the show will come to an
end.
The reality of the situation, however, will be far from over. The show
will be over, but the story will continue.
The television networks are just
assuming that the public will distinguish between fact and fiction. That
is a dangerous assumption considering many Americans do not closely
follow the news.
We can only hope that common
sense will prevail on the part of the
viewer, because it sure isn't going to
prevail on the part of the networks.

lEITERS TO THE EDITOR
ACU article inappropriate

TAlK BACK
What are your feelings about'The Passion' movie? Will it be offensive?

It saddened me to see on the front
page of the Bison the article concerning
the financial difficulties that our sister
institution Abilene Christian University
is having.
While I am sure there was no malicious intent, it may appear that way to
others. ACU is a sister institution. We are
all in the same business and should be
supportive of one another. All Christian
schools at one time or another have had
financial difficulties of some kind.
I wonder how we at Harding would
feel if information such as this were
spread across the student newspaper
at a sister institution.

Dr. Moribeth Downing, Professor of Education
"I think this movie is
an awesome idea. It is
something that truly
shows the life of Christ.
I know that if this
movie is God-breathed
it is going to touch a lot
of hearts."

"I think it will show
people the story in
a light that some
haven't seen before
and will inspire people
to learn more about
Christianity."

"I don't think it should
be offensive, but I know
people will take offense
at it."

- Daphne Fritz, sophomore

- Rebecca Jerkins, sophomore -Jordan Mills, freshman

"I have been told that
people may be offended
by this movie, but not
everyone is going to
agree with every movie
made. I am looking
forward to seeing it."

-Katie Freeman, sophomore

EDITOR'S NOTE: No malice was intended in the
Feb. 6 article addressing ACUs financial
problems. The Bison is committed to sharing news about the Harding community
and Christian education as a whole; however, this news may not always be good.
We are indeed all in the same business,
and we should be informed about each
other's struggles so that we may prepare
accordingly and offer support.
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All-Antericans to lead Bison track temns in 2004

NBA
(asof2/12/04}

BRANDON SUBLETTE

Student reporter

Harding's track team is preparing for what it hopes will be another championship season. With 10
returning All-Americans and nine
indoor/outdoor school record holders, the team is ready to contend
once again for nationals.
The Bisons began 2004 with a
strong showing as the only Division-II team matched-up against
Division-! opponents at the McDonald's Invitational held on the
campus of Southern Illinois University Jan. 23 and 24.
The men placed fourth in the
seven-team event, while the women finished the two-day event in
sixth our of eight participating
schools.
Senior Jacob Rotich placed
first in both the 3,000 and 5,000meter event, setting a new school
record in the 5,000. Senior Sarah
Reardon placed first in the women's 5,000.
The women's 4X400-meter relay
team of freshmen Jessica Brown,
Jessica Pingrey, Tessa Tarole and
sophomore Abby Rodenbeck broke
a 15-year school record finishing
a mile in 4:23:49.
''We use the indoor season as a
time to see where we really are and
what we need to improve upon,"
head coach Steve Guymon said.
''You have to meet a certain mark
to qualify for nationals."
The team will split when eight
team members run at the elite indoor
Tyson Invitational this weekend in
Fayetteville, Ark. The Bisons will
compete against the nation's best
Division-! titans such as Southern
California, Florida and Arizona in
the indoor invitational.
The runners participating
in the men's 4X400-meter relay
consist of seniors Tyler Kemmerer and Ryan Bond who are currently ranked no.1 and no. 2 in
the nation, junior James Mason,
and sophomore LaRon Young.
They will try to prove they are
the team to beat in 2004.
The 1,600-meter open distance
run will be led by sophomore Poland-native Przemeyslaw Bobrowski
who must demonstrate his endurance to be successful.
In the 5,000-meter distance
event All-Americans Rotich and
senior Scott Wietecha and fresh-

STANDINGS
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
New Jersey
New York
Boston
Philadelphia
Miami
Washington
Orlando

w

L

GB

31
25
23
22
22
16
13

20
29
30
31
32
34
41

7.5
9
10
10.5
14.5
19.5

w

L

GB

39
33
28
27
25
20
18
14

14'
21
24
24
25
33
35
38

Central Division
Indiana
Detroit
New Orleans
Milwaukee
Toronto
Cleveland
Atlanta
Chicago

6.5
10.S
11

12.5
19
21
24.2

Western Conference
Midwest Division

CURTIS SERIGHTfTHE BISON

Freshman shot put thrower Troy Baker spins to make his toss at practice Feb. 11. Baker, a high school All-American and National Champion, is
one of four Bisons who pulls double duty as a member of both the Harding football and track teams. The track team will participate in two seperate
events Feb. 13-1 4.

man Peter Kosgei will display their
discipline and talent against the
nation's best.
Unlike the Tyson Invitational,
the indoor Missouri Southern Invitational in Joplin, Mo., Feb. 1314 will be a point accumulation
meet where athletes will perform
to earn individual points that will
be assessed to their teams' total
score.
A total of ten other schools will
compete to outperform the Bisons.
Senior All-American distance
runner Janet Kogo, Reardon and junior All-American Helen Singoei are
expected to set the pace for Harding
in this weekend's events.
The men's off-season conditioning will be tested as they
take the track and attempt to

confirm their prominence among
the south's best.
All-American standouts junior Reed Fisher and the senior
Poland-native Maciek Miereczko
will participate in the endurance
race for the Bisons.
Freshman Troy Baker will try to
set records of his own in shot put.
Baker was a high school AllAmerican and National Champion.
He is also a member of Harding's
football team.
"Very few programs in the GSC
and the nation have the football/
track relationship," Guymon said.
''We are very fortunate to have such
a close relationship between each
of the teams at Harding."
With last year's dominance at
the League Championships, involv-

ing seven to eight GSC teams and
three or four non-conference teams,
Harding is seeking to win another
title for the 2004 season.
Although there is not a GSC
conference championship meet,
athletic directors and coaches
have met to concoct one.
Guymon stressed the point of
having a spring championship
similar to the April 1 7 League
championship in Huntsville,
Ala.
The proposed plan would schedule
the April2005 meet to involve the six
GSC teams that qualified through
a total point accumulation.
Guymon said the plan was a
proper way to showcase athletes
and their ability to perform against
GSC teams only.

Men's, women's social clubs battle for championships
MEG HAN MICHAELSON

Student reporter

Club basketball began winding down Tuesday night as the
men and women's teams played
their fmal rounds. For a few clubs
however, there is still one game
left to go.
TNT faced off against Seminoles Tuesday night in the Large
Club A championship, winning
the match 45-39.
As both teams each have one
loss, they will play again next
week to determine the. champion. Senior Reese Jones said he
- looked forward to playing Seminoles again.
''I feel fine about it," Jones said.
"At least we get to play another
game. The more the better."
The women of Shantih in the
Large A division face a similar
situation. After defeating Ko Jo
Kai Tuesday night by one point,
the club waits to see who it will
play for the championship game
Tuesday.
IfKo Jo Kai defeats Ju Go Ju
Tuesday, Shantih and Ko Jo Kai
will meet on the court again. As
the undefeated tealJl, Shanith
will have two chances to win
the tournament.
Shantih senior Melanie Goodson is optimistic about the upCURTIS SERIGHTfTHE BISON
coming games.
Sophomore Pi Kappa Epsilon member Richey Kimberly attempts to block the shot of aSeminoles
''I hope we win, " Goodson said.
player in the Large Club C Championship Feb. 10. Large Club A championships for both men and
"We have a good enough team to
women's social clubs will be Feb. 17 in the Ganus Athlet~c Center and ~h<!des Field House.
. -w~;· YN.e_'".e. ~e~~·~':'e.~body so far;

we can do it again."
The next round of women's
club basketball will take place
in the Rhodes Field House and
the men's in the Ganus Athletic
Center Feb. 17.

Minnesota
San Antonio
Dallas
Houston
Memphis
Denver
Utah

w

L

GB

37
35
33
30
30
30
26

15
18
19
22
22
23
27

2.5
4
7
7
7.5
11.5

w

L

GB

37
31
24
24
23
22
18

13
19
26
27
28
29
37

6
13
13.5
14.5
15.5
21.5

Pacific Division
Sacramento
LALakers
Portland
Seattle
Golden State
LA Clippers
Phoenix

Gulf South Conference
West Division
(as of 2/11/04)
Conf.
W-L
Ouachita
Henderson St.
Christian Bros.
Central Ark.
Harding
Delta State
Ark. Tech
Ark.-Mon.
Sou. Ark

10-1
9-2
7-3
6-5
5-5
3-7
3-8
3-8
2-9

Overall
W-L

17-5
18-4
18-3
15-7
12-9
11-10
6-16
7-15
8-14
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Teammates share 'brotherly, sisterly' love
Bison, Lady Bison players focus on Gulf South Conference, not sibling rivalries
NATALIE WADE
Student reporter

Team chemistry is necessary
to overcome the challenges of college basketball. Players often find
it difficult to get along with teammates on and off the court.
Two sets of Harding players
are lea.nllng how to get along with
their siblings as teammates .
The Bisons boast twins Edward
and Emmanuel White, both junior
guards from Houston.
Edward and Emmanuel have
been playing together their whole
lives. They played on various youth
teams and began organized ball
as seventh-graders.
Following high school graduation, they explored their options to
continue playing basketball.
Mter receiving scholarship
offers, they chose to go to Northwest Community College in Wyommg.
The twins received a call from
Bison assistant coach Tim Kirby
two years later, saying Harding
was interested in recruiting the
duo.
Edward and Emmanuel grew
up with a Christian background,
so when Harding showed interest,
their mom was excited.
"Our mom was so happy when
Harding started recruiting us," Edward said. "She liked the idea of
us being in a Christian place."
It took just one visit to Rhodes
Field House for a home basketball
game to get a commitment from
the twins .
"I always dreamed of playing
ball somewhere with screaming
fans and an exciting atmosphere,"
Emmanuel said. ''When we were
introduced to the Rhodes Rowdies we knew where we wanted
to play ball."
In their first season as Bisons,
both Edward and Emmanuel have
helped give fans a reason to keep
screaming.
A starter in all but two games
this season, Emmanuel is averaging 12.4 points per game with
2.6 rebounds. He is second on the
team with 45 assists.
·
Edward has played in a reserve
role most of the season. He is av-

"I am more connected on
the court because Tiffany is
out there."

KENDRA PHilliPS, FRESHMAN FORWARD

CURTlS SERIGHTfTHE BISON

Players enjoy 'sibling rivalry' at the Lady Bisons and Bisons practice Feb. 10. Junior guard Emmanuel White, freshman forward Kendra Phillips,
junior guard Edward White and senior forward Tiffany Phillips form brother and sister duos that enjoy playing together. The Whites have played on
the same team their entire lives, while the Phillips sisters are playing together for just the second time in their careers.

eraging 3.4 points per game with
2.2 rebounds and is second on the
team with a 35 percent three-point
percentage.
Despite a close relationship,
brothers will be brothers so the twins
don't always see eye-to-eye.
"Sometimes we get mad at each
other but it never lasts very long,"
Emmanuel said.

Edward and Emmanuel have a
different style when playing basketball. Emmanuel drives with his
right hand, while Edward thinks he
handles better with his left. Both
players shoot left-handed.
Emmanuel and Edward said
they think transferring to Harding
has worked out for them because
it was meant to be.

STUDENT DISCOUNT!

SPORTS BRIEFS

One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

Bison baseball drops
first three games to
North Alabama

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

•

White County's newest &complete tire, ·
wheel & service specialist
Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,
CV boot, CV axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,
oil & lube, front end repair...

~~~~~N
~~N/i§df!/,IJ . • UNIROYAL ..
... and parental billing
is available!
I

309 Wisconsin St.
368-TIRE (8473)

r.~~----

The 2004 regular season got
off to a slow start for the Bison
baseball team as it was swept by
the University of North Alabama
Feb. 7-8.
The Lions took a doubleheader
from the Bisons Feb. 7 with a score
of2-1 in game one and ll-4 in game
two. The Bisons dropped the third
game 16-6 on Feb. 8.
The Bisons took early leads in
each of the contests, but the Harding
pitchers could not hold on, allowing the Lions to come back.
In the third game, Bison first
baseman Justin Cone lashed the
team's first regular-season home
run, putting him just one home run
away from tying Harding's career
leader with 27.
The Lions amassed 21 hits,
including eight doubles against

The Lady Bisons sport sisters
Tiffany and Kendra Phillips.
Even though they are not twins,
the sisters are also close on and
off the court.
Tiffany, a senior forward said
she was excited when Kendra, a
freshman forward, decided to join
her on the Lady Bison team.
"I am glad to have my sister

here so I can be proud of her
when she succeeds and get in
her face when she doesn't," Tiffany said.
Because the sisters are two
years apart, they have never
played ball together at school.
However, in the summer of2003
they played with the Arkansas
Spiders, an Amateur Athletic
Union team .
"We both got to play for the
Spiders, and it was fun," Tiffany
said. ''It's always fun for me though
because I'm the oldest."
The sisters also possess a strong
friendship, which they use to motivate each other.
"I am more connected on thecourt because Tiffany is out there;"
Kendra said.
This season has been an adjustment period for both sisters.
Tiffany has adjusted to becoming the team's leader in just her
second season as a Lady Bison
after transferring from Arkansas Tech. Kendra has adjusted
to the speed and intensity of the
college game.
This season, Tiffany leads
the team in points per game, averaging 13.5 with 5.5 rebounds
per game.
Kendra has seen action in 20
gaJl!es as a freshman and averages 1.8 points per game with 1.3
rebounds.
Despite being teammates, the
sisters-have kept up their sibling
rivalry.
Sometimes the rivalry can be
seen through competitions to see
which sister can play better at a
particular time.
While Kendra said Tiffany encourages her during the games,
she also said Tiffany sometimes
yells at her more than she would
at other players.
"Tiffany likes to yell at me,"
Kendra said. "She yells when she
is mad, and she yells to pump me
up."

the Bison hurlers in game three,
setting a new single-game record
for Harding opponents.
Bison pitchers seniors Mark
Connett and Justin Goodrich
and junior Brandon Kimbrough
took the losses for Harding.
The Bisons next match up is Feb.
13 on the road in a doubleheader
against Cameron University.
The game will be played at a
neutral site at the University of
Arkansas-Fort Smith.
The Bisons first regular season
home game is Feb. 14 in a doubleheader with Southwest Baptist.
First pitch is at noon.

College Warriors, with the last
loss coming in 1979.
Both the men and women sit on
2-1 records for the season.
The next matches for both the
men and women are set for Feb.
14 in Conway against Rhodes
College.
The women will host Harding's
first home tennis match of the season Feb. 23 against Henderson
State University. The men's fust
home match is March 1 against
Hendrix College.

Harding tennis slips after
taking season openers

Harding ba$k~tball head coach
Jeff Morgan and'llls wife, Christy,
welcomed their,
second child,
Emma, into the
world Feb.4.
Emma Morgan's birth caused
Jeff Morgan to
miss the Bisons'
105-86 road loss
against Delta
State Feb. 5.
Assistant
coach Tim Kirby
took the reins of the team in Jeff
Morgan's absence. Kirby last took
over the team when the Morgans'
had their first child, Davis.
It is not known when the ~ew
est Rhodes Rowdy will make her
first appearance at a Harding
home game.

Morgan, wife welcome
birth of sec~nd child
;: .

The Harding men and women's
tennis teams fell in weekend competitions Feb. 9.
Northeastern State University
defeated the Harding women 8-1
in Conway. Sophomore Cathrine
Carui was the lone winner for
Harding, taking her match in
straight sets.
The University of ArkansasLittle Rock held the men winless, defeating the team 9-0 in
Little Rock.
Both the men and women's
teams opened the season with
wins over Hendrix College Feb.
5 in Conway.
The men's 6-3 victory was the
81st straight over the Hendrix
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Tale oftwo streaks for Bisons, Lady Bisons against UAM
securing the win for Harding.
Junior forward Haley Hammond had 13 points, while sophomore guard Brianne Hobbes came
The Bison and Lady Bison off the bench to chip in a careerbasketball teams entered game high 12 points.
play Feb. 9 in the midst of losing
Hammond said the team felt
streaks.
great after earning the victory.
The Lady Bisons had dropped
"[The win] feels really good,"
13 straight games. The Bisons Hammond said. "It's a big confi-.
were losers of their last two con· dence boost. Now that we got the
ference home games, something one [win], we feel like we can get
that has only occ'urred once since the rest."
Harding joined the Gulf South
Finishing the season on a winConference in 2000.
ning streak is one of the goals for
Following Monday night's the Lady Bisons. The Lady Bisons
contests against the University believe picking up wins to close
of Arkansas-Monticello, one los- out the season will set the tone
ing streak was over, while another for next season.
was alive and kicking.
"I think [the wins] are very
important," Hammond said. "It
Lady Bisons snap losing skid
would be good for the underclassIt took extra minutes, but men to go into next season with
the Lady Bisons finally got the a good attitude and not having a
monkey off their
bad taste in their
back. defeating "Now that we got the one
mouths about not
th e Cotton Bloshaving as many
[win],
we
feel
like
we
can
get
so ms 77- 72 for
wins. 1
the rest."
their first conferThe
Lady
ence victory of the HAI:fY HAMMOND, JUNIOR FORWARD Bisons aimed
season.
£or conference
The
Lady
win number two
Bisons improved
against Southern
their record to 1-9 in the GSC, Arkansas University Thursday,
5-16 overall.
but results were not available
Arkansas-Monticello over- at press time. The Lady Bisons
came a six-point halftime deficit next game is against the Unito battle Harding in the second versity of Central Arkansas Feb.
half. UAM senior guard Shana 16. The Sugar Bears downed the
Woodruff hit a three-pointer with Lady Bisons 87-61 Jan. 19 at the
no time remaining to tie the game Rhodes Field House.
at 67, sending it in to overtime.
Bisons suffer rare home upset
From that point Lady Bison senior forward Tiffany Phillips took
The Bisons saw their consecucontrol, scoring six of her team- tive home losing streak grow to
high 20 points in overtime and three games with a 78-76 upset
MATT PRICE
Sports editor

fhis weeki key 111ateh-up features the NJA All-Stan gol11g heaHo-head 111
L.A. Will Lebro11 111alce a11 appeara11ee? Will the East upset the West? You IIIUSt
decide! Last weeki big wl1111er was staff llltlilber Virgl11ia Jrodlm. fhe
Sports Challe11ge lsttt Just l1111lted to stude11ts! fhe prog11osticator -with the
111ost pol11ts will will two free buffets with drl11ks fro111 Pizza Pro 111 Searcy.
Playl11g Is sh11ple. Just predict the wl11118rs of each ga111e alld the exact results
of the tie-breaker. fhe11 tear out this for111 atul drop It it1 the Sports Challelige
box 011 the ledge t1ext to the U.S. Post Oftee wl11dow by 10 p.111. Friday.
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NCAA Basketball (2115)
Connecticut @ PittSburgh
Cineinnati @ Wake Forest
Maryland @ North Carolina
Duke @ North Carolina St.

NBA All..;Star Game !2L15l
Eastern Con£ @Western Con£.
NHL(2!14)
Colorado @ Detroit
Dallas @ Phoenix
Montreal @ Ottawa
Tie Breaker:

NCAA Basketball
Guess the winner and exact score
of Monday's game.
Harding @ Central Arkansas
*Editor's picks are in bold
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loss to the Boll Weevils Monday. The
home losing streak is the longest
since Harding joined the GSC.
With the loss, the Bisons' record
fell to 5-5 in conference, 12-9 overall.
Harding squandered a 17-point
halftime lead in the second half,
allowing UAM to take the lead
with less than a minute left in
the seGond .h alf.
Senior guard Darren McCrillis
tied the 'g~me at 76 with a threepointer, but the Boll Weevils hit
two clutch free throws to secure
the win.
Senior furward Chad Ware led the
Bisons with 18 points andsixrebmmds.
The Bisons looked to snap the
losing streak against Southern
Arkansas Thursday, but results
were not available at press time.
The Bisons next game is also
Feb. 16 against UCA. Harding
defeated the Bears 85-68 at the
Rhodes Jan. 19.
The Bisons still sit two games
ahead of Delta State for fifth place
in the GSC Western Division
standings; but the team realizes
it must continue to win in order to
make the conference tournament.
Three of the Bisons' last five
regular-season games are on the
road against conference leaders,
so the team will rely on winning
at home.
"It's very important for us to
win home games," redshirt freshman forward Matt Hall said.
"Anytl;t~gg can happen on the
road. ~,goal at the beginning
of the season was to win all our
hQme.~m(.is. We've lost a few, but
if:vve can win on Thursday it'll be
a big confidence boost going on
the road."

SeniorcenterYahayalbrahim attempts a put back against the University of Arkansas-Monticello
Feb. 9. The Bisons' 78-761oss to the Boll Weevils was their third consecutive home defeat. Since
joining the Gulf South Conference in 2000, the Bisons had not lost three straight home games.

My prayer: May
God bless the
Christian athlete
MATT PRICE

The Price

is Right
I read an interesting article
this week on ESPN.com that
discussed religion's (especially
Christianity) role in sports, or if
it even has a role.
The basis of the article
stemmed from comments St.
Louis Rams quarterback Kurt
Warner made to a Baptist group
on Super Bowl Sunday in Hous·ton. His comments dealt with how
his,being a·Christian played a role
in his being demoted to secondstring quarterback.
The comments, which Warner
has since tried to. back down from,
infuTiated Rams coach Mike
Martz, who criticized Warner for
believing such a judgment call had
been made.
The article discussed how a
locker room could be split between
the so-called ''God-squadders" and
the partiers of the team. Coaches
fear that play_e rs who answer to a
higher call will back down and not
play with as much passion on the
field. Some critics found players
who drop to a knee to celebrate
a touchdown more offensive than
those who pull out a Sharpie or a
cell .p hone as props to a scoring
dance.
Through reading all of this, I
found more respect for the athletes who do proclaim Christ as
their Lord. Sure, they may not
be perfect. They may fall from
grace from time to time. Call
them hypocrites if you like, but
at :least they know where to turn

for redemption.
All too often we only hear
about what the bad players accomplish off the playing field or
court. Never do we hear ofthe
souls they may be saving in the
off-season.
As the left-wing media attempts to push the Christian
athlete out of the way to make
room for the homosexual
athlete, I applaud the KuTt
Warners, Shaun Alexanders,
Charlie Wards and J.D. Drews
who aren't afraid to step up for
the Lord.
Christian athleticism is
another thing I appreciate
about the club sports program
at Harding.
Besides dirt on my shoes,
the smell of spray paint on the
football field and the sound of
the basketball going through
the net., Christian attitudes
are the things that keep me
playing competitive sports.
The sight of seeing grown
men huddle together for a
prayer after a football game
gives me chills. As club members, we. should make it a point
to talk to the Fan upstarrs after
each one of our ballgames.
The post-game prayers
are some of the memories !11
always cherish. Well, that and
the playing skills of legendary
Brian "Jean-shorts" Newberry,
president of Kappa Sigma
Kappa.
Once spring softball is
finished in May and I huddle
in prayer with the men of the
opposing team for the very last
time, I'll say a prayer for the
professional athlete who may
be on a field praying as well.
I'm sure gur message will be
the same.
This is how sports should be.

